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19
20 Abstract

21 Von Hippel-Lindau disease (VHL) is an autosomal dominant rare disease that causes the 

22 formation of angiogenic tumors. When functional, pVHL acts as an E3 ubiquitin ligase that 

23 negatively regulates hypoxia inducible factor (HIF). Genetic mutations that perturb the structure 

24 of pVHL result in dysregulation of HIF, causing a wide array of tumor pathologies including 

25 retinal angioma, pheochromocytoma, central nervous system hemangioblastoma, and clear cell 

26 renal carcinoma. These VHL-related cancers occur throughout the lifetime of the patient, 

27 requiring frequent intervention procedures, such as surgery, to remove the tumors. Although 

28 VHL is classified as a rare disease (1 in 39,000 to 1 in 91,000 affected) there is a large 

29 heterogeneity in genetic mutations listed for observed pathologies. Understanding how these 

30 specific mutations correlate with the myriad of observed pathologies for VHL could provide 

31 clinicians insight into the potential severity and onset of disease. Using a set of 285 ClinVar 

32 mutations in VHL, we developed a multiparametric scoring algorithm to evaluate the overall 

33 clinical severity of missense mutations in pVHL. The mutations were assessed according to eight 

34 weighted parameters as a comprehensive evaluation of protein misfolding and malfunction. 

35 Higher mutation scores were strongly associated with pathogenicity. Our approach establishes a 

36 novel in silico method by which VHL-specific mutations can be assessed for their severity and 

37 effect on the biophysical functions of the VHL protein.

38 Introduction

39 Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) disease is an autosomal-dominant hereditary disease 

40 associated with the development of multiple angiogenic tumor types. This includes clear cell 

41 renal carcinoma (ccRCC), retinal angioma (RA), central nervous system hemangioblastoma 

42 (CHB), and pheochromocytoma (PCC)(1,2). The presence or absence of PCC divides VHL 
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43 disease into type 1 or type 2. Type 2 VHL is further subdivided into three subtypes depending on 

44 the appearance of other cancers: type 2A, PCCs but no ccRCCs, type 2B, PCCs and ccRCCs, or 

45 type 2C, PCCs only(1). While this allows for some preliminary genotype-phenotype 

46 associations, a patient’s association with a specific subtype alternates as different cancers arise 

47 throughout their lifetime(1). 

48 Patients with VHL disease have a single mutation in one allele of the VHL gene(3). Upon 

49 spontaneous inactivation of the second allele, tumor development can initiate, making the loss of 

50 heterozygosity (LOH) a crucial step in the development of VHL disease(1,4,5). The VHL gene 

51 encodes two protein products, both of which exhibit equivalent activity: the 30kDa isoform 

52 (pVHL30) and the more common 19kDa isoform (pVHL19) found in most tissues (6,7). pVHL 

53 forms a complex with elongin B (EloB) and elongin C (EloC) for the VCB complex(8–10). This 

54 stabilizes EloB, EloC, and pVHL,  making them resistant to proteosomal degradation; however, 

55 upon mutation of pVHL, contacts with EloB and C become disrupted, making pVHL unstable 

56 and a target for degradation(9,11,12). VCB then complexes with cullin 2 (Cul2) and the RING 

57 finger protein RBX1 to form the VCB-CR complex(9). This complex functions as an E3 

58 ubiquitin ligase, targeting a variety of proteins for degradation by the proteasome(13–15).

59 HIF is ubiquitinated by the VCB-CR complex for degradation by the 

60 proteasome(2,13,16). HIF is involved in cellular oxygen sensing and regulates the expression of 

61 angiogenic genes making it a key player in the development of the vascularized tumor 

62 pathologies associated with VHL disease(16,17). Under normoxic conditons, HIF-1 is 

63 hydroxylated on two proline residues allowing for interaction with pVHL and its subsequent 

64 ubiquitination by the VCB-CR complex(2,16). In hypoxic conditions, HIF-1 is not 

65 hydroxylated, preventing negative regulation by pVHL. Under these conditions, active HIF1 
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66 subsequently drives the expression of hypoxia associated genes. Loss of functional pVHL allows 

67 aberrant expression of HIF target genes, such as vascular endothelial growth factor, contributing 

68 to the development of VHL associated angiogenic tumors (18–20). 

69 Regardless of VHL subtype, patients are at a lifetime risk for the development of tumors 

70 with the age of onset of VHL disease ranging from 20 to 40 years old(21). Clinical diagnosis of 

71 VHL disease is dependent upon the familial history of VHL. Patients with a family history of 

72 VHL must present with CHB, PCC, or ccRCC; however, if there is no family history of disease, 

73 patients must then present with two more CHBs or a CHB and a visceral tumour, such as 

74 ccRCC(1,2,21). Genetic testing is conducted for presymptomatic detection of VHL for patients 

75 with a family history of disease(22).  Surveillance, which varies since there are many tissue types 

76 in which the VHL tumors and cysts can arise, includes ophthalmologic evaluation and CT or 

77 MRI scans(21,23). Similar to surveillance, treatment is also varied due to the breadth of tumor 

78 types and includes surgery, radiation, or chemotherapies(21,23). 

79 Multiple studies have investigated the association of mutation types to the VHL subtypes; 

80 however, there is still heterogeneity associated with the phenotypes of missense mutations(24–

81 26). While loss-of-function mutations cause global disruption of the VHL protein, missense 

82 mutations may only affect certain interaction partners and cellular pathways involving 

83 pVHL(27). A recent study completed by Razafinjatovo et al used an in silico approach to 

84 determine the thermodynamic stability of a given pVHL mutation(28). It was determined that the 

85 most thermodynamically unstable missense mutations resulted in pathogenic disease via global 

86 destabilization of pVHL and stabilization of HIF. This suggests that while some VHL missense 

87 mutations might only affect specific functions of the protein, others cause global misfolding and 

88 destabilization of the protein. A comprehensive examination of the effects of a given missense 
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89 mutation for pVHL can provide significant insight into how a given patient mutation can be 

90 predictive of disease severity; however, a systematic examination of the role of a given missense 

91 mutation (and subsequent amino acid replacement) must take into account multiple factors: 

92 secondary structure, thermodynamic stability, binding partners, translation rate, among other 

93 biophysical and biochemical properties. Providing a predictive scale of the phenotypic severity 

94 of a given missense mutation using in silico evaluation can potentially inform clinicians to 

95 develop tailored screening and surveillance strategies for each patient. Currently, some online 

96 databases provide investigators with basic information on the pathogenicity of a given mutation 

97 in genetic diseases, including VHL. ClinVar provides basic annotation on the pathogenicity of 

98 curated mutations according to the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics 

99 (ACMG)(29,30). These guidelines provide a spectrum of pathogenicity descriptors for mendelian 

100 genetic diseases. Within these guidelines, mutations annotated as “pathogenic” or “likely 

101 pathogenic” have a greater than 90% certainty of a given gene variant being disease causing(30). 

102 Leveraging these sources of phenotypic information can help train and refine predictive 

103 algorithms for the assessment of missense mutation severity. Previously, we developed a 

104 computational, multiparameteric approach to evaluate the biophysical consequences of missense 

105 mutations on the structure and stability of the Mucopolysaccharidosis Type IIIA (Sanfilippo 

106 Syndrome) protein (MPSIIIA). Severe mutations identified through our scoring approach 

107 correlated to a higher clinical severity of Sanfilippo Syndrome(31). We observed that mutations 

108 more deleterious to overall enzyme folding and function were correlated to more severe disease 

109 outcomes and a higher multiparameteric algorithm scores(31). In this study we created an 

110 advanced weighted-score multiparametric approach to validate the use of a computational 

111 algorithm to assess the potential disease severity of genetic missense mutations in pVHL. We 
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112 focused not only on mutations that can affect the overall proteostasis of pVHL, but also noted the 

113 specific mutations that would impact VHL-specific functional properties (27,28,32). Our 

114 multiparametric algorithm for VHL included a set of eight biophysical parameters with 

115 individually weighted scores that gave an overall assessment of the ability of a given missense 

116 mutation in VHL to result in protein impairment: 1. aggregation propensity; 2. protein-protein 

117 interactions; 3. secondary structure; 4. conformational flexibility; 5. solvent accessibility; 6. 

118 protein stability; 7. post-translational modifications, and 8. translational rate(9,14,17,31). 

119 Materials and Methods

120 Mutation sets

121 A set of 285 missense mutations in the human VHL gene, arising from a single 

122 nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) was acquired from ClinVar(29) (Supplemental File 2). An 

123 additional set of 1380 mutations was generated to represent all possible theoretical missense 

124 mutations (APMM) of VHL from a SNP (Supplemental File 1). Finally, hot spot mutations and 

125 mutation lists associated with different pathogenic outcomes were selected from the 

126 literature(25,28,32–34) (Supplemental File 3). A total of 1665 mutations were therefore used in 

127 our multiparametric analysis.

128 Structures used in Analysis

129 The VHL crystal structure in complex with EloB, EloC, and Cul2 was used in Parameters 

130 2, 3, 5, and 6 (1VCB)(35).  Crystal structures in complex with HIF-1a were also used to develop 

131 Parameter 2 (1LM8, 4WQO)(9,36). The unstructured N-terminus of VHL is missing from 

132 published crystal structures; therefore, to assess the effect of mutations in this region for their 

133 effects on protein stability, ITASSER was used to generate a putative structure of VHL as input 

134 for Parameter 6(37). 
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135 Parameters for Algorithmic Assessment 

136 Parameter 1: Aggregation Propensity: Aggregation propensity was calculated as previously 

137 described(31). A positive aggregation score was was assigned if a given mutation enhanced the 

138 hydrophobic character and aggregation propensity of the VHL polypeptide chain. AGGRESCAN 

139 was used to assess the individual contributions of an amino acid change on the overall 

140 hydrophobicity and propensity for aggregation(38). 

141 Parameter 2: Protein-Protein Interactions: VHL functions as an E3 ubiquitin ligase when 

142 bound to HIF, EloB, EloC, and Cul2(9,10,18,39). To assess the capacity of missense mutation to 

143 disrupt these crucial interactions, mutations occurring at positions found to mediate protein 

144 interactions with known binding partners were scored positive. 

145 Parameter 3: Secondary Structure: VHL consists of three structural domains: an N-terminal 

146 random coil region, a beta sheet containing -domain, and an alpha helical -domain. 

147 Maintaining the secondary structural elements in this region are crucial for pVHL function as 

148 pathogenic mutations are less likely to occur in other disordered regions of the protein(28,32). If 

149 a missense mutation occurred in a region of secondary structure, it was scored positive for this 

150 parameter.

151 Parameter 4: Conformational Flexibility: Flexibility allows a protein molecule to perform its 

152 function and bind to substrates and interaction partners(40). The overall flexibility of a given 

153 protein is governed by the location of key amino acids within the amino acid sequence. The 

154 unique conformational constraint of the proline side chain and the ability to accommodate a cis-/ 

155 trans-conformation in proteins makes proline a significant contributor to overall protein 

156 flexibility and function(41,42). Glycine residues contain a side chain that prevents steric 

157 hindrance, increasing the flexibility of a protein(43,44). Finally, cysteine residues are capable of 
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158 disulfide bonds, which are crucial components of protein stability(45,46). In this analysis, any 

159 missense mutation involving changes in proline, glycine, or cysteine residues were scored as 

160 positive.

161 Parameter 5: Solvent Accessibility: Replacing surface exposed hydrophilic residues with 

162 hydrophobic residues or charged residues with uncharged residues and vice versa can increase 

163 the probability of effects on protein-protein interaction and overall protein aggregation(46). In 

164 addition, substitution of  hydrophobic amino acids for hydrophilic ones within the core of the 

165 protein can be thermodynamically unfavorable(47). Finally, the position of charged residues 

166 within the protein can be crucial for intramolecular salt bridge formation. Deleterious mutations 

167 could destabilize these interactions, thereby destabilizing the protein(48). If a mutation reversed 

168 or removed a charge at a given position, replaced a buried hydrophobic residue with a 

169 hydrophilic residue, or resulted in a surface exposed hydrophilic residue becoming hydrophobic, 

170 it was scored as positive in this parameter.

171 Parameter 6: Protein Stability: Proteins have evolved to fold into specific structures in order to 

172 perform their roles in the crowded environment of the cell. We evaluated the effects of missense 

173 mutations on the stability of pVHL as destabilizing mutations could prevent proper folding and 

174 function. In vivo protein folding relies on both thermodynamic and kinetic stability(49,50). The 

175 difference in the energy states of the unfolded and that native protein is the thermodynamic 

176 stability while kinetic stability refers to the energy barriers that separate any two states of a 

177 protein(49,51–54). A missense mutation can alter both the thermodynamic and kinetic stability 

178 of a protein indicating a biophysical cause for disease. To determine if overall protein stability 

179 was altered via a missense mutation, pVHL missense mutations were assessed using the 
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180 CUPSAT online prediction server(49). Missense mutations that resulted in a -G, i.e., 

181 indicating significant changes in overall protein stability, were scored as positive(49). 

182 Parameter 7: Post-translational Modifications (PTMs): Post-translational modifications serve 

183 crucial roles on proteins through the covalent addition of small molecules to protein 

184 backbones(55). PTMs confer additional specificity to the overall structure and function of  a 

185 given protein, and contribute to the ability of a protein to interact with different binding 

186 partners(55–57). To assess the specific roles of PTMs in our algorithmic assessment of VHL 

187 disease, missense mutations that occurred at a position known to be post-translationally modified 

188 were positively scored(32). 

189 Parameter 8: Translation Rate: A change in the translation rate of a protein can have 

190 deleterious effects on folding(58,59).  Translation rate is dependent on the codon usage 

191 percentage and the number of rare versus common codons in the gene and the subsequent 

192 abundance of the corresponding tRNA species. A mutation was scored in this parameter if the 

193 mutation change resulted in a translation rate fold change exceeding  +2 or -2. Translation rate 

194 was calculated using the codon usage tables and tRNA abundances at GtRNAdb(60).

195 Overall Score

196 The overall score given to the multiparametric assessment of each gene mutation was 

197 calculated as a sum of the unweighted or weighted scores as described previously(31). 

198 Parameter Independence and Weighting Strategy

199 Parameters were tested for independence from one another using Spearmans rho 

200 correlation in R. Parameters with rho values < .5 and > -.5 were considered not correlated 

201 (Supplemental Table 1). To determine an optimized strategy for weighting score values for each 

202 of the parameters, 211 ClinVar mutations were used with their corresponding pathogenicity 
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203 indicators to develop a pathogenicity index. ClinVar mutations annotated as benign, uncertain 

204 significance, or conflicting interpretations were considered “benign” and given a pathogenicity 

205 score of 0. Those annotated as likely pathogenic or pathogenic were considered “pathogenic” and 

206 given a score of 2. Symphony, an online program to predict the risk of ccRCC in a given VHL 

207 mutation, was also used to develop the pathogenicity index by scoring the same 211 ClinVar 

208 mutations. Mutations identified as high risk of ccRCC were given a score of 1 while those 

209 identified as low risk were given a score of 0. The scores were summed for each mutation, 

210 creating a pathogenicity index ranging for 0 to 3 for each of the 211 ClinVar mutations. A chi-

211 square was used to test for dependence of the pathogenicity index score to the unweighted scores 

212 of each parameter using R. The resulting p-values were used to set the following cut-offs for our 

213 weighting approach. P < .005 was weighted 4. .005 < P < .05 was weighted 3. .05 < P < .5 was 

214 weighted 2. Finally, P > .5 was unweighted (i.e. score of 1) (Supplemental Table 2). 

215 Statistical Analysis  

216 All statistical analysis was conducted using GraphPad Prizm (Supplemental File 4). 

217 Spearmans rho and Chi-square tests were performed in R (Supplemental Tables 1 & 2). 

218 Results

219 Using a set of 285 missense mutations from the ClinVar database and another set of 1380 

220 possible missense mutations (APMM) in pVHL, we began to evaluate the consequences of 

221 missense mutations, arising from a SNP. Our multiparametric approach provided a holistic view 

222 of the consequences of a mutation on the overall structure and stability of pVHL by evaluating 

223 the following parameters: aggregation propensity, protein-protein interactions, secondary 

224 structure, conformational flexibility, solvent accessibility, protein stability, post-translational 

225 modification, and translational rate. 
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226 Unweighted Scores for all possible mutations and the ClinVar dataset

227 Using our initial, unweighted approach, in which a scored mutation received a 1 and an 

228 unscored mutation received a 0, we obtained a range of values for all missense mutation from 0 

229 to 7 for both the APMM and the ClinVar data sets, indicating no single mutation received a score 

230 in all  of the 8 parameters (Supplemental Figure 1). Using the ClinVar data set, all of the 

231 parameters were determined to be independent of one another (Supplemental Table 1). The 

232 average score of the APMM and the ClinVar data sets were 2.7 and 2.8, respectively 

233 (Supplemental File 4). Our unweighted approach did not result in significant separations in the 

234 benign and pathogenic mutations (means of 2.46 and 3.59, respectively); therefore, we next 

235 evaluated the scores using a weighted approach (Supplemental Figure 2A and Supplemental File 

236 4). 

237 Weighted Scoring Approach

238 In order to improve our strategy for the algorithmic assessment of missense mutations, a 

239 weighting strategy was developed using the pathogenicity indications available on ClinVar and 

240 Symphony, an online predictor of ccRCC risk of mutations in VHL. This pathogenicity index 

241 was tested for dependence against the unweighted parameters using the chi-square statistic. 

242 Weights were then assigned to the parameters according to their resulting p-value (Supplemental 

243 Table 2). This new scoring approach resulted in a range of scores from 0 to 20 for both the 

244 APMM sand the ClinVar data sets with means of 8.3 and 8.5, respectively (Figure 1 A-B and 

245 Supplemental File 4). These populations were not found to be significantly different from one 

246 another by a Kolmogorov Smirnov test (P = .91) (Figure 1C). Upon comparing the benign 

247 ClinVar mutations to the pathogenic ClinVar mutations, we observed a significant shift in the 

248 mean score from 7.2 to 11.0 respectively (Supplemental Figure 2B and Supplemental File 4). 
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249 This was determined to a be significant difference according to a t-test with a p < .05 (Figure 

250 1D).  This ClinVar set was further subdivided into its original ClinVar pathogenicity indications. 

251 All of the pathogenic groups (likely pathogenic, likely pathogenic/pathogenic, and pathogenic 

252 annotation) showed significant separation from the mutations of uncertain significance 

253 (Supplemental Figure 3A). Symphony was also used to determine the risk of ccRCC associated 

254 with the ClinVar mutations used in our pathogenicity index. When comparing the risk of ccRCC 

255 for the ClinVar mutations, we observed a significant difference in the algorithm score between 

256 the mutations identified as high risk (mean score of 10.5) and those identified as low risk (mean 

257 score of 7.6) (Supplemental Figure 3B). Our approach to refine the weights of each parameter 

258 therefore, was successful in distinguishing populations of pathogenic mutations and benign 

259 mutations from those databases listed. 

260 Algorithm scores according to location within VHL 3-D structure

261 VHL consists of three structural domains: an N-terminal random coil region, a beta sheet 

262 containing -domain, and an alpha helical -domain. Pathogenic mutations have been observed 

263 to occur at a lower frequency in areas of disorder; therefore, maintaining this arrangement of 

264 secondary structure motifs is predicted to be critical for functional pVHL(28,32). We therefore 

265 predicted that we should also observe higher algorithm scores in mutations that occur in areas of 

266 defined secondary structure. Indeed, mean algorithm scores were significantly higher in regions 

267 of helix or sheet compared to random coil regions of the VHL protein (Figure 2A). Overall 

268 secondary structure dictates the division of pVHL into three main domains: the -domain, the -

269 domain, and the N-terminal coil region(32). We determined that mutations scored higher if they 

270 occurred in the  and  domains compared to the N-terminus (Figure 2B). 
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271 VHL also consists of five binding interfaces(32,61,62). Interface A is involved in VCB 

272 complex formation(9). The HIF-1 binding site is located within interface B(36,39). Cul2 

273 interacts with interface C(32,39). The unstructured N-terminus of VHL is proposed as interface 

274 D, though little is known of its binding partners and their importance in the progression of VHL 

275 disease(8,32). However, there are residues in interface D that are candidates for phosphorylation 

276 by aurora kinase II and casein kinase II(8,32).  Finally, interface E, consisting of the helical C-

277 terminus, is predicted to interact with Zinc-finger protein 197 (ZNF-197) and Von-Hippel 

278 Lindau Binding Protein 1 (VBP1), a protein chaperone(8,32,63). Due to the importance of each 

279 VHL protein interface (A,B,C)  in the ubiquitin ligase function of VHL and subsequent HIF 

280 regulation by VHL, we expected to observe higher average algorithm scores for mutations 

281 occurring within these interfaces (2,39,64,65). When the mean algorithm scores for each of the 

282 binding interfaces were compared, we observed significantly higher scores within interface A 

283 compared to interfaces C, D, and E (Figure 2C). Interfaces B and C, important binding surfaces 

284 for HIF and Cul2 respectively, also had significantly higher algorithm scores than interfaces D 

285 and E, which are not involved in VCB complex formation (Figure 2C). 

286 Recent studies into the distribution of mutations within the VHL structure have observed 

287 that amino acid changes occurring on the surface of the pVHL are more deleterious for overall 

288 function(32,33). These corresponding deleterious genetic mutations are associated with a higher 

289 risk of pheochromocytoma (PCC), a cancer of the adrenal glands that causes hormone 

290 dysregulation(2,32,33). To determine if these mutations are detected by our algorithmic scoring 

291 method, we compared the average algorithm score for mutations at the protein surface and 

292 mutations in the protein core (33). Since VHL functions as a scaffold for the assembly of the 

293 VCB complex, we would expect that mutations occurring on the surface of the protein, and 
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294 therefore affecting the binding sites for interaction partners, would result in higher algorithm 

295 scores and more severe disease. The p-value (p=.06) indicated that the algorithm scores for 

296 comparing the surface versus core-located mutations approached significance at the .05 -value, 

297 suggesting that the observed trend towards a higher algorithm score (mean score = 13.2) in the 

298 surface mutations versus mutations occurring deeper in the VHL structure (mean score = 10.4) 

299 may have biological importance (Figure 2D). However, additional data and sampling of 

300 mutations appropriate for these regional comparisons are needed to improve the statistical score.

301 Identification of highly destabilizing and hot spot VHL mutations with algorithmic assessment 

302 We investigated the capacity of our algorithm to identify mutations that have been 

303 described as highly destabilizing to VHL(28). Razafinjatovo et al identified W117 and L184 as 

304 missense mutation hotspots that can highly destabilize pVHL(28). Our multiparameteric 

305 algorithm approach also scored mutations at theses residues considerably higher than the 

306 pathogenic mean score of 11 (mean score for APMM  at W117 = 12.86 and mean score for 

307 APMM at L184 = 14.83), both above the average score for the pathogenic ClinVar mutations 

308 (Table 1). Other VHL mutation hot spots, such as L158 and N78 (scores of 13.0 and 16.3, 

309 respectively), also scored highly above the average for pathogenic ClinVar mutations; however, 

310 R167, another annotated VHL hotspot, received a below average pathogenic score (9.6) (Table 

311 2). Finally, other hotspot mutations, such as Y98 (mean score of 6.8), scored below average for 

312 benign scores. Our multiparametric scoring algorithm is designed to provide an evaluative sum 

313 of how a given missense mutation will affect the ability of a protein to fold and function 

314 properly. In this way,  pathogenic mutations such as Y98, with low algorithm scores may not 

315 ultimately cause disease phenotypes by destabilizing pVHL protein,  but through a more direct 

316 local effect that is critical for VHL function and protein interaction. This is likely the case for 
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317 Y98, located in binding interface B, which is crucial for interaction with HIF(39,66). 

318 Therefore, mutations at these positions (Y98 mutations all score in parameter 2) are sufficient to 

319 cause disease through their ability to uniquely affect protein-protein interactions (Table 2). Other 

320 studies have found that specific mutations at the Y98 position will cause different VHL cancer 

321 phenotypes with Y98H causing type 2B disease and Y98N causing type 2A disease by 

322 modulating the efficacy of binding to HIF(18). Although these kinds of critical mutations 

323 (crucial binding site, catalytic abatement, posttranslational substrate) should be taken into 

324 account independently from our algorithm, the use of our algorithm scores combined with these 

325 additional considerations will serve as a valuable comprehensive evaluation for the protein. 

326 VHL missense mutations score and onset of VHL related cancers

327 Next, we assessed if our algorithm would be able to identify missense mutations that are 

328 more likely to be associated with an early age of onset of VHL-related pathologies. Using 

329 published data sets of missense mutations from Chinese patients (available in Peng et al) and 

330 another dataset of English patients (available in Ong et al), we compared the algorithm score for 

331 56 missense mutations in early (less than 30 years old) to late (greater than 30 years old) onset of 

332 pheochromocytoma (PCC), central nervous system hemangioblastoma (CHB), retinal angioma 

333 (RA), and clear cell renal carcinoma (ccRCC)(25,33). For PCC, we observed a shift towards a 

334 higher average algorithm score for mutations associated with an early age of onset (11.5) than 

335 mutations with a later age of onset (9.1); however, this difference was not statistically significant 

336 (p = .1653) (Figure 3A). Similar to PCC, algorithm scores trended towards higher values for 

337 early onset of CHB with mean score of 11.9 versus late onset of CHB with a mean score of 10.0; 

338 however, this was not a statistically significant difference (p = .0889) (Figure 3B). However, we 

339 did see significant differences for the onset of RA and ccRCC (Figure 3C-D). For RA, early 
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340 onset mutations had an average algorithm score of 11.8 while late onset scores had an average 

341 algorithm score of 8.5 (Figure 3C). For ccRCC, early onset mutations had an average algorithm 

342 score of 13.1 while late onset mutations had an average algorithm score of 10.1 (Figure 3D). 

343 These data indicate that our algorithm can distinguish more pathogenic mutations from 

344 less pathogenic ones that are based on age-related onset of different VHL related cancer types. 

345 While not significant at the -value cut-off at .05, the scores for early age of onset for both PCC 

346 and CHB trended towards higher values than the later age of onset. For ccRCC and PA, the 

347 scores for early onset versus the scores late onset were significantly higher at -value cut off of 

348 .05. Larger patient datasets from similar studies could be used to further refine our algorithm, 

349 and determine significance for both PCC and CHB disease types. Our analysis provide 

350 significant support for the use and refinement of in silico evaluation of VHL mutations and their 

351 capacity for large scale protein dysfunction to predict pathogenic outcomes. 

352

353 Discussion and Conclusions

354 Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) disease is an autosomal dominant hereditary disease that 

355 causes a variety of highly vascularized tumors in patients(67,68). While the average life 

356 expectancy is around 65 years of age, secondary conditions of tumor development such as 

357 blindness or neurological complications can be debilitating. Should these complications go 

358 undiagnosed and subsequently untreated, VHL becomes a fatal condition(1,23). Genetic 

359 diagnosis of VHL disease provides an early detection method for clinicians to begin surveillance. 

360 Computational and biophysical approaches aimed at predicting the severity of a mutation and its 

361 deleterious consequences on the function of pVHL can contribute additional information on how 

362 the disease might progress. We have provided a multiparameteric algorithmic approach to 
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363 evaluate the severity of missense mutations in VHL. pVHL functions as a scaffold for the 

364 creation of the E3 ubiquitin ligase complex for proper regulation of HIF; therefore, our 

365 comprehensive evaluation of pVHL misfolding and dysfunction provides a structurally and 

366 molecularly informed approach to the prediction of mutation severity. 

367 Our approach was able to distinguish between the populations of benign and pathogenic 

368 ClinVar mutations (Figure 1D and Supplemental Figure 2B). We also observed significantly 

369 higher algorithm scores for those mutations deemed high risk of ccRCC by Symphony 

370 (Supplemental Figure 3B). Taken together, our multiparameteric algorithm can be used to 

371 identify pathogenic from benign mutations in pVHL. 

372 pVHL functions as a scaffold for the assembly of the VCB-CR complex(9). Perturbations 

373 to its secondary structure and binding capacity can have deleterious effects on the function of 

374 this complex, primarily the negative regulation of HIF under normoxia(2,13,16). The N-terminal 

375 tail of pVHL is only present in the pVHL30 isoform, with mutations occurring in this region 

376 being mostly ranked as clinically benign(32,61). Our algorithm scores also demonstrated 

377 significantly lower scores for mutations occurring in the N-terminus compared to the - or -

378 domains of the protein (Figure 2B). The N-terminus is predicted to exist as an 

379 unstructured/random coil region; therefore, we expected lower average algorithm scores for 

380 mutations occurring in the coil regions of pVHL (Figure 2A). Finally, the N-terminus includes 

381 binding interface D, one of the five binding interfaces of pVHL, which is not known to interact 

382 with proteins crucial for the regulation of HIF (8,32,61). Similar to the N-terminal domain and 

383 the random coil regions of pVHL, interface D has the lowest average algorithm score compared 

384 to the other binding interfaces (Figure 2C). Interface E consists of the C-terminal helix of pVHL; 

385 however, not much is known about its potential binding partners and its involvement in VHL 
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386 disease(8,32,63). Our data indicate that mutations occurring on interface E are less pathogenic, 

387 having a lower algorithm score than mutations occurring on binding surface A or B (Figure 2 C).  

388 Binding surfaces A, B, and C are involved in VCB complex formation, HIF, and Cul2 binding, 

389 respectively(8,32,61). Mutations that occur in this region are poised to interrupt the protein 

390 interactions crucial for HIF regulation, leading to tumor development. This is indicated by their 

391 higher average mutations scores of 11.5, 9.9, and 8.5 for surfaces A, B, and C, respectively 

392 (Figure 2C and Supplemental File 4). Mutations in binding interface A score significantly higher 

393 against all other interfaces, while B and C score significantly higher than the N-terminal 

394 interface D (Figure 2C and Supplemental File 4). These observations are consistent with the 

395 biological functions of these interfaces in the pathogenicity of VHL disease. Since these surfaces 

396 are involved in the formation of the E3 ubiquitin ligase complex, the higher algorithm scores are 

397 reflective of the potential dysfunction that result from mutations in these regions. pVHL 

398 functions to complex proteins together; therefore, mutations occurring on the surface of the 

399 protein, regardless of interface, should be more deleterious to overall function than mutations 

400 occurring towards the interior of the protein(33). Using a set of defined surface and deep 

401 mutations, our algorithmic approach scored surface mutations higher than deep mutations 

402 (Figure 2D). This is in agreement with other studies which found surface mutations to be at a 

403 higher risk of developing PCC(33).

404 VHL is an autosomal dominant hereditary disease putting patients at a lifelong risk of 

405 tumor development. Upon spontaneous mutation of the wild-type allele in susceptible tissue 

406 types, tumor development begins. A predictive outlook for the onset of VHL related cancers 

407 could provide clinicians with a more personalized surveillance strategy when provided with a 

408 unique mutation. Using data curated from the literature, our algorithm scored missense mutations 
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409 associated with an earlier age of onset for RA and ccRCC higher than those associated with a 

410 late age of onset (Figure 3C & D)(25,33). While, there was a trend towards higher algorithm 

411 scores for the early age of onset of PCC and CHB this was not statistically significant at the -

412 value cut off of .05 (Figure 3A & B). Our multiparametric method scored W117 and L184, two 

413 residues identified as prone to highly destabilizing mutations, with high average scores of 12.84 

414 and 14.83, respectively (Table 1)(28). The approach outlined in this paper can identify mutations 

415 that are destabilizing, but this trend was not maintained for all mutations identified as VHL 

416 mutation hot spots, such as Y98 (Table 2)(32). Our multiparametric scoring algorithm evaluates 

417 the consequences of a missense mutation on the overall stability and folding dynamics of pVHL. 

418 Pathogenic mutations with lower algorithm scores, such as Y98, may serve a more direct role in 

419 protein-protein interactions or  posttranslational modification, may be missed in our algorithm. 

420 However, it is interesting to speculate that biochemical studies on clinically identified hotspots 

421 that are scored lower in our algorithm, may reveal critical residues for VHL function not 

422 previously identified.. 

423 Additional clinical data will allow us to iteratively refine our algorithm approach. For 

424 example, some same-sense mutations can cause exon skipping in VHL, like the synonymous 

425 c.414A>G, p.Pro138Pro mutation(69,70). The dysregulation of splicing creates a truncated 

426 protein product consisting of exons 1 and 3. This deleterious variant of pVHL is unable to 

427 regulate HIF expression(69,70). For synonymous mutations such as c.414A>G, our algorithmic 

428 approach, would give this mutation an overall score of 1, as it can only alter the translation rate 

429 of the native codon. In exceptional cases as this clinical mutation, a more detailed understanding 

430 of the mechanism of exon skipping could inform future algorithmic approaches for the 

431 assessment of exon skipping risk in the VHL gene.
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432 We have provided the first comprehensive multiparametric assessment of VHL missense 

433 mutations on the function of the VHL protein. Our platform provides the first steps to understand 

434 the phenotypic heterogeneity associated with missense mutations in pVHL. We anticipate that 

435 our algorithm can undergo iterative refinement as additional clinical data is made available, and 

436 the predictive capacity of our approach can be therefore be improved as additional research on 

437 VHL is available. 
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